RENAISSANCE OF CULTURAL IDENTITY

How to intervene Beijing inner city regeneration from spatial and social aspects, in order to renaissance the cultural identity of Beijing inner city and urban vitality under the contemporary development?

WHAT? definition of cultural identity

1. Central Axis
   symbolic structure
   axis of centralities

2. Hutong and courtyards
   chess board pattern
   fish-bone hutongs
   spatial quality / culture

3. Typical Life style of hutong

WHY? diagnoses on current regeneration

- Cultural Identity
- Urban Structure
- Urban Morphology
- Urban Context

HOW? strategy

- Design proposal
- Mixed use area

WHO? stakeholders

- Three key words of housing institution’s obligation:
  investigation: prepare information for urban regeneration in historic districts
  operation: housing construction, upgrade public facilities
  management: management finance flow, supervision on housing quality, maintaining housing quality

WHEN? phases

- Three phases of intervention on areas in phase one

EVALUATION